Outreach Within Your School Community: UDL-PLC Series

LEARN
In this module, you’ll begin to talk about how the UDL teams can serve as UDL leaders within a school or department. What do you need to know about how to create change within a school building? What mechanisms will work best to reach out to staff?

Select the link titled Coaching Conversations to view a PowerPoint presentation on the role of the instructional coach.

http://www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/departments/hiat/udl/PLC_study_topics/Coaching_Conversations.ppsx

DISCUSS
Reflection And Discussion on Outreach within Your School Community

Reflect and discuss one of the following:

- How would the coaching skills in “coaching conversations” help you to create structures in your school to get buy-in for UDL?
- Describe at least two strategies that you could use to reach more staff and facilitate UDL at your location.

Response to Colleagues:
In your responses to colleagues, be sure to focus your reply on extending or deepening the conversation.